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The role of the architect is quite literally one of assembly: synthesizing the various parts
of a project into a cohesive whole.

It is a difficult job, often requiring the architect to weave many

seemingly contradictory concerns into a solution that benefits them all. It is not surprising then, that the
many elegant and effective systems found in nature should be inspiring to the architect. Emerging fields like
biomimicry and systems dynamics model the patterns of interaction between organisms and their environments in terms of dynamic part to part and part to whole relationships.
Observations of real relationships between organisms and their environments, as they exist in nature, reveal complex feedback loops working across multiple scales. These feedback loops operate by the simultaneous action of two observed phenomena. The first is the classic phenotypic relationship seen when organisms
of the same genetic makeup instantiate differently based upon differences in their environment. This is the relationship that was originally proposed by Charles Darwin in his theory of natural selection of 1859. Darwin’s
model is unidirectional: the organism adapts to its environment, but not the other way around. It operates at

Scripting

the local scale as individual parts react to the conditions of the whole. (Canguilhem, 1952).
The second phenomenon, which sees its effect at the global scale, is the individual’s role as consumer
and producer in the flows of energy and material that surround it. It is the subtle and incremental influence
of the organism upon its environment, the results of which are often invisible until they reach a catastrophic
threshold, at which point all organisms in the system feel global changes.
The research presented in this paper addresses the dialectic between organism and environment as
each responds reciprocally to the others’ changing state. Such feedback loops act in a non-linear fashion,
across nested scales in biological systems. They can be modeled to act that way in a digital design process
as well. This research is an exploration into one such model and its application to architecture: the simple
communication between organisms as they affect and are affected by their environments through the use of
signal chemicals.
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The environment of behavior coincides with the geographical environment, and
the geographical environment with the physical environment. …Geography has to
deal with complexes of elements with reciprocally limiting actions in which effects
of causes become causes in turn, modifying the causes which gave birth to them.
The trade winds give us a typical example of a complex. Trade winds move the
surface sea water heated through contact with the air; the deep cold water rises to
the surface and cools the atmosphere; the low temperatures engender low pressures, which give rise to the winds; the cycle is complete and begins again. This
is the type of complex that we can also observe in plant geography. Vegetation
is divided into natural sets in which diverse species reciprocally limit each other
and in which, consequently, each contributes in the creation of an equilibrium for
the others. The set of these plant species finally forms its own environment. In
this way exchanges between plants and the atmosphere eventually create a sort
of screen of water vapor around the plant zone which limits the effect of radiation, and the cause gives birth to the effect which checks it in turn, and so on.
The same views should be applied to the animal and man. However, the human reaction to the challenge of the environment happens to be diversified. Man can bring
several solutions to a single problem posed by the environment. The environment proposes without ever imposing a solution. Certainly, the possibilities in a definite state of
civilization and culture are not unlimited. But the fact that what at one time is seen as
an obstacle may later prove to be a means of action is ultimately due to the idea, the
representation that man forms—collectively, of course—of his possibilities and needs.
Georges Canguilhem, The Living Being And Its Environment (Milieu)

1 Self-Organized Processes and Computation
The patterns found in biology often lend themselves to a self-organizing process rather
than a centralized one, Centralized processes are characterized by a single controlling element that maintains the same level of influence over each part, no mater how many parts
there are. This creates difficulty as the complexity of the task increases, sometimes forcing
artificial simplification of the design problem, and an incomplete solution.
Self-organizing processes capitalize on the logic of distributed intelligence. Decisions
based on local factors, at the scale of the individual condition, lead to an emergent pattern at the global scale. The application of self-organized methodology to a design process
depends on a means to quickly distribute the effect of those rules throughout the system.
The means can be physical, like the models used by Gaudi and Frei Otto, however digital
simulations are more common today. Much work has been done in the digital simulation of
self-organized systems, particularly in the field of artificial life (a-life), with applications like
Cellular Automata.
Adapting the self-organizing properties of a-life to a design process requires the creation of a symbolic model: a description of the simple rules of behavior between parts in a
biological system. What follows is the description of two such biological systems, and their
distillation into a symbolic model with potential application to architecture.

2 Slime Mold: Surrogate Communication
A slime mold colony self-organizes in order to change its state between a group of individual organisms, and a cohesive mass that behaves as a single organism. In times of plenty,
the colony roams the forest floor as single-cells. In extremes of temperature or draught,
the colony quickly consolidates into a single organism and goes in search of more suitable
environs. Once consolidated, the cells take on two types: stalk and spore cells, that self-organize into appendages, and a fruiting body (Rossomando, 1992). Cells in the colony communicate with each other in order to self-organize. They release a pheromone into their
surroundings, which acts as a surrogate communication. The cells respond to the pheromones through “chemotaxis”, a common trait of single-celled organisms, in which they

F igure 1. Digital Symbolic Model
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tend to move toward or away from concentrations of a given chemical. The pheromones
act as both a signal and a trail for the other cells to follow and group together.
In the case of slime mold, simple communication is achieved without requiring any intelligence in the conventional sense. It is a feedback loop created by the action of the organism on its environment paired with the effect of the environment on the organism. It is
a system in which the operation of elements at one scale: a rudimentary localized intelligence, creates quite a different effect at another scale: resulting in sophisticated behavior
that we might expect of more complex species.

3 Cell Transcription Networks: Feed-Back Loops
Cell transcription networks are examples of the same concept: that of surrogate communication, but found in more complex organisms. Here, a feedback loop is formed when
parts of the system communicate with each other by acting-on and responding-to their
surroundings.
Multi-cellular organisms are complex environments.
The cells within can sense many different signals including physical parameters, such
as temperature and barometric pressure, biological signaling, molecules from other
cells, beneficial nutrients and harmful chemicals. Cells respond to these signals by
producing the appropriate proteins to act on the internal and external environment.
(Alon, 2006).

Transcription factors are special proteins designed to change rapidly between active
and inactive molecular states. When active, they bind directly to DNA to regulate where,
and how it is read (transcribed). Genes (DNA) are transcribed into mRNA which is then
translated into proteins which can act on the environment. The new proteins can form new
tissue, or become biological signals, which are picked up by other transcription factors, repeating the loop.
Since they are tuned to respond to pre-set combinations of environmental signals,
Transcription Factors are essentially internal symbolic representations of the various environmental states that the cell might find itself in. Evolution has selected these symbolic models to symbolize the states that are most important for cell survival and growth.
These transcription factors regulate their target genes to mobilize the appropriate protein
response to each combination of states (Alon, 2006).
Transcription networks are formed when transcription factors act on each other as well
as on their target genes There are two types of loop: feed-back and feed-forward (see diagrams above). Feed back loops happen when the proteins produced by the gene (Z ) act on
transcription factors (Y), which in turn act on other transcription factors (X), which act on
the initial gene. Feed-Forward Loops happen when a transcription factor (X) acts on both
Figure 2. Transcription Factor Loops

other transcription factors (Y) and 1 or more genes (Z). The network diagram below is a

Figure 3. Cell Transcription Network

representation of roughly 1/3 of the transcription network happening inside e-coli bacteria,

Figure 4. 2D and 3D Turing Patterns

(arrows represent lines of effect).

Figure 5. Scalar Relationships in Biology and in
Architecture

4 Transcription factors and Turing Patterns

Figure 6. Feedback Loop in Cell Transcription

Transcription factors can act on genes as either activators or inhibitors, increasing produc-
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tion of a given protein or decreasing it. Here, they share a commonality with Alan Turing’s
theory of mathematical biology and morphogenesis, which depends on the conflicting action of chemical activators and inhibitors in a reaction-diffusion system. All this means that
biological systems form patterns based on chemicals that both cause and repress change.
The patterns depend on how fast those chemicals diffuse through the system, and how
fast they degrade. Examples of simple Turing patterns include the spots on a leopard or
the computer-generated patterns above (Leppänen, 2004; Saunders, 1992). It is theorized
that the reaction-diffusion relationship is responsible for the morphogenesis of our own
bodies.

5 Biological & Architectural Scales
How do surrogate communication and feedback loops relate to architecture? Buildings and
multi-celled organisms can both be divided into multiple nested systems. A nested system
is one that contains smaller systems and is, at the same time, included in a larger one: For
example, cells contain organelles, and are included in organs, which constitute the body.
They occupy a chain of scales, stretching off both larger and smaller. However they can be
thought of as having a basic element of aggregation. In organisms, that aggregated element is the cell.
Defining a basic aggregate is more abstract when it comes to buildings, since the assembled pieces could be anything: a brick, 2x4 or a steel girder, depending on construction
type. For buildings, the basic unit might be better thought of as a way of combining materials (a detail). In this research, details are assumed to make up rooms in the same way that
cells make up organs. The rooms constitute buildings, which exist in a greater built environment in the same way that an organism lives in its environment.
In a design process based on surrogate communication and feedback loops, individual

Figure 7. Feedback Loop in Architecture
Figure 8. “Cell” Aggregation Within a Site Boundary

elements adapt to local conditions, but also affect the qualities of the next-larger scale.

Figure 9. Use of Functions Within the Script

This is the biological dialectic: the organism acting on, and being acted on by, its environ-
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ment. For example: changes to the global qualities of the room-scale affect the detail locally. The detail adapts, exerting its small effect on the room. Many small effects add up to
a change in the qualities of the room… and so on and so forth.

6 Development of a digital process
The diagrams below show how a simplified model of the relationships within cell transcription networks can be applied to a design process. In the upper diagram, transcription factors recognize combinations of pre-set environmental states (symbolic model) and release
the appropriate chemical signals into the environment, as well as directly influencing genes
to make new proteins. The chemical signals and new proteins act on yet other transcription
factors and the loop continues.
If we replace the elements in the diagram above (specific to living cells) with attributes
that could be seen as specific to parts of a digital process, then we get a similar diagram
(below). In this case “environment” simply means belonging to the next-larger scale (ie:
the room is the detail’s environment). In the above diagram, transcription factor is also
replaced by case, another word for a symbolic model of predetermined conditional factors. Gene has been replaced by generative script, the part of the code that creates new
geometry in the same way that living genes create new proteins. Signal molecules have
been replaced by signal particles, or points with data attached to them that can influence
the case.

7 Script Implementation
The following script is the first of a series of explorations into the use of a digital process
simulating surrogate communication. The script, written for the CAD platform Rhinoceros,
aggregates two types of geometry: circular “cells” and point objects called “pheromones”.
Cells represent the aggregate parts of a building and are organized into groups, differentiated by color. In this version, they are no more than circular CAD blocks that stand in for
types of building elements to be added later.

Figure 10. Adjacency nodes and space-frame

The point objects represent pheromones (also called morphogens) that “give positional

Figure 11. Exploded axon of prefab panel system
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information to cells, generally in a concentration-dependent manner.” (Rossomando, 1992).
The pheromones can have almost any type of data associated with them and can trigger
cells to aggregate in specific ways.
The script was written using Functions to allow the user to change the behavior of cells
and pheromones in a flexible way. The Functions are simple: Place Cell, Broadcast Pheromones, Change Cell, and Cull Pheromones. They can be combined in any number of ways.
For example in the aggregation above, the dark line represents an allowable building envelope on a site. Initial cells were placed at three points within the site and allowed to reproduce through the 9 generations shown above.
At each generation cells also released pheromones of a given type, based on the cell’s
assessment of local conditions. If it was near the boundary the cell released one type; If in
the center, another. If concentrations of the second pheromone surpassed a given threshold, cells released a third type that signaled density. With each new generation, cells aggregated based on the concentrations of these pheromones. With high enough concentration of the density pheromone, the cells died off. Pheromones were also given a life span in
generations, and deleted using the Cull Pheromones Function once their lifespan count of
generations ran out.

8 Further Development
There is much further work to be done. The result of this initial study is a simple 2D organization of cells with different types representing the inner and outer skins of a building. One
can imagine the same method extended to a 3D process with height as an extra variable.
That, and using all of the environmental factors listed in the diagrams above are the logical
next step for this research.
Other avenues to explore include the use of pheromones to represent climatic variables,
approaching design from a standpoint of physical perception. (Addington, 2007; Banham,
1984). Another avenue is the treatment of groupings of pheromones as localized sets, the
volume and boundaries of which that could further define cell type and aggregation. This
way localized groups of pheromones could represent interior spaces (rooms).
Perhaps the most important piece of this research, still remaining to be developed, is
the layering of building geometry onto the cell aggregation produced by the script. Brief
forays have been made in this direction, including a script that identifies objects that are
directly adjacent to a given cell, and builds connecting material between them. The spaceframe above is an example of this work. Another example is a prefabricated wall paneling
system made from laser-cut plywood panels and 3D printed rubber gaskets (below).
Both strategies lend themselves to a cellular aggregation approach because of their
phenotypic adaptability to local conditions. Plugged into a script that could vary their genotype based on a number of variables, including localized chemical signals, these methods
could produce some very interesting results. Since this is an ongoing project, continued research will continue to be posted on the BIOS website (www.biosarch.com), Please check
back periodically to see the latest results.
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Figure 12. Scale models of laser-cut plywood panels and
3D printed rubber gaskets
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